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URGENT ACTION 
 

WOMEN HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS REMAIN ON TRIAL 
 
Eight of the eleven activists have been temporarily released but remain on trial for their 
human rights activism. Activists Loujain al-Hathloul, Nouf Abdulaziz and Maya’a al-
Zahrani remain in detention. Despite the temporary release of eight activists, the 11 
activists remain at risk of being sentenced to prison for their human rights work. 
 
NO FURTHER ACTION IS REQUESTED. MANY THANKS TO ALL WHO SENT APPEALS. 
 
On 13 March 2019, 11 women activists, including human rights defenders Loujain al-Hathloul, Iman al-Nafjan and 
Aziza al-Yousef, were brought for the first time to trial before the Criminal Court in Riyadh. Several women activists 
faced charges for contacting foreign media, other activists and international organizations, including Amnesty 
International and Human Rights Watch. Some were also charged with “promoting women’s rights” and “calling for 
the end of the male guardianship system”. While eight of the 13 women activists were temporarily released in 2019, 
Loujain al-Hathloul, Samar Badawi, Nassima al-Sada and two other women’s rights activists remain behind bars. 
 
For the first three months of their detention, several women activists endured torture, sexual abuse and other forms 
of ill-treatment when they were held incommunicado and in solitary confinement with no access to their families or 
lawyers.  
 
Until this day, the authorities have barred independent monitors from investigating allegations of torture and other 
ill-treatment. The court sessions remain closed with diplomats and journalists banned from attending. 
 
Amnesty is switching from reactive urgent campaigning to long-term campaigning. We will continue calling on the 
Saudi authorities to immediately and unconditionally release all women activists and human rights defenders and 
allow access to diplomats, journalists and independent monitors to the trial sessions. 
 

 
 
NAME AND PREFERRED PRONOUN: Loujain al-Hathloul (she/her), Iman al-Nafjan (she/her), Aziza al-Yousef 
(she/her), Amal al-Harbi (she/her), Dr. Ruqayyah al-Mharib (she/her), Nouf Abdulaziz (she/her), Maya’a al-
Zahrani (she/her), Shadan al-Anezi (she/her), Dr. Abir Namankni (she/her), and Dr. Hatoon al-Fassi (she/her), 
and another woman (anonymous) (she/her). 
 
 
THIS IS THE FOURTH AND FINAL OUTPUT FOR UA 105/18 
 
LINK TO PREVIOUS UA: https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/mde23/0334/2019/en/ 
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